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The assault on universalism: how to destroy the welfare state

CITIZEN OR INSURED? THE ASSAULT ON UNIVERSALISM IN SPAIN

Martin McKee and David Stückle (1) published recently an important article about
strategies on how to destroy the welfare state, which -as they pointed out- are seek-
ing inspiration from a social model (the American) in which poverty is never a conse-
quence of misfortune, but idleness.

Such strategies have also reached Spain (2) being justified by the serious economic
situation facing the country. Under the pretext of trying means of saving money in
health care, the Spanish conservative government has approved a Royal Decree Law
(a legislative instrument only used exclusively in emergency situations) that radically
undermines the foundations of our national health system, as much regarding citi-
zens' rights as in relation to the structure of services portfolio (3).

The passing of the General Health Law of 1986 (14/86 April 25) represented an his-
torical change in the Spanish health system. The country changed from a system
funded through contributions from affiliated members to the Social Security (Bismar-
ckian model) into a universal system, financed through taxes, and free at the time of
delivery. In short, a health care system clearly inspired by other national health mod-
els, such as the NHS.

The General Health Law recognized the right to health protection and health care of
all Spanish citizens, as well as foreigners with established residence in the country. In
contrast, the new Royal Decree Law substantially modifies the right of subjects to re-
ceive health care in Spain, which changes now to be not “the citizen” any more, but
"the insured”, clearly defining what is meant by this.

The word Assured and the concept of Assurance are not accidental. Neither is the es-
tablishment of four modes of services portfolio for the “new” national health system:
basic, supplementary and ancillary. In addition, the combination of both dimensions
facilitates future opportunities of health service provision in Spain by different types
of providers, public and private. Ultimately, it means a mutation from a tax funded
health service towards a insuree´s state of health.

The Spanish government justifies the reform as necessary to improve health out-
comes and the costliness of the health service. This kind of misinformation is one of
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the tactics recommended by Oliver Letwin (4) –currently Minister of State of th
British Government- for privatizing public assets against the wishes of the electorate,
as Reynolds et al have cleverly described (5).

As in the United Kingdom, the beginning of the end of the national health service in
Spain may be getting even closer. More than ever we must remember the famous Tol-
stoy´s quote: “There are no conditions of life to which a man cannot get accustomed,
especially if he sees them accepted by everyone around him”.
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